
Christmas Crackers

1. First cut a piece of thick, good quality wrapping 
paper into a 20cm x 30cm rectangle.

2. One for adults!  You need to 
create a tear line that will ensure 
a clean break when the cracker 
is pulled. Turn your paper so the 
inside of the cracker is facing you and draw a line 
10cm in from the short sides of your rectangles.   
Score this line with scissors to weaken. 

3. Lay a 30cm cracker snap along the top of the 
rectangle, the side furthest away from you.  
Secure in place with a blob of glue.

4a. Cut one of the toilet rolls in half. 

Here’s what you do 

Make Christmas go off with a 
bang with your very own 
personalised crackers!  Add 
your favourite jokes and 
fill with gifts your family 
will love.  Plus you’re 
recycling at the same time.  
Halo for you!
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Cracker snap

You’ll need:

• 2 cardboard toilet rolls 

per cracker (start saving)

• Wrapping paper

• Cracker snaps (available 

from craft shops)

• Scissors

And
• Glue
• Sticking tape• Ribbon or string to tie• Gifts and handwritten jokes

• Ribbons bows, beads, and  
 even sweets to decorate!
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4b. Then line up your three rolls on the paper, at the opposite end 

to the cracker snap, with the longest toilet roll in the middle 

and the shortests at either side. 

4c. Glue the paper and start to roll the paper around them, 

making sure the paper is held securely by the glue. This will 

take a bit of practice to keep the paper taut!  When the 

paper is completely rolled, keep in place with a few more 

blobs of glue for good luck!

5. Holding the middle roll in one hand, twist one of the end rolls 

gently to make a puller.  Tie with ribbon.  The ribbon should fall 

in the same place as the perforation marks you made earlier.

6. Before doing the same to the opposite end you need to add 

your gifts!  Fill with whatever you like – but don’t forget the 
joke!  

7. Once the gifts are in place, twist to make the second 

puller and tie with ribbon.  Again the ribbon should fall in 

line with the scored marks.

8. Now the basic shape is in place, it’s time to get creative!  

Anything looks good on a cracker so make the glitziest 

you can.  Use ribbons bows, beads and even sweets.
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